Critical Issues in Assessment of Offshore Wind Farm Development on Dispersion and Settling of Scallop Larvae in the Northeast U.S. Coastal Ocean
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Could the offshore wind renewal energy development affect the connectivity of scallop between Georges Bank/South South Channel and Mid-Atlantic Bight?
Population Dynamics Model of Sea Scallop
(Tian et al, 2009)

4 pelagic stages: egg, trochophore, veliger, and pediveliger
2 benthic stages: juvenile, and adult.
Spawning stocks determined by interpolating scallop abundance data onto the model grids. Scallop data (white circle) are from Stokesbury et al., (2004) and Thouzeau et al. (1991).
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New NECOFS system with inclusion of a nested subdomain wind turbine-resolving FVCOM
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Critical needs for assessing the impact of the offshore wind farm development on the regional ecosystem

• Assess the impact of wind energy taking on the local and regional wind fields;
• Assess quantitatively the impact of the wind energy dissipation due to the offshore wind farm on the local and regional circulation and water transport.
• Conduct a long-term simulation to estimate the maximum impact of the offshore wind farm development and operations on the spawning, transport, settlement and growth stages of scallop larvae.
Are we ready for this work?

• A high-resolution atmospheric and ocean fully coupled NECOFS system has been successfully developed, which is capable of resolving the spatial scale of wind turbines;

• We have built a long term physical field over the period of 1978-present;

• We have developed the ecosystem model to simulate the dispersion, settlement and growth of the scallop larvae.
Summary

• An assessment of the potential impact of the offshore wind farm development on the connectivity of scallop larvae between Georges Bank/South South Channel and Mid-Atlantic Bight could provide us insights into the possible change of the marine fisheries environment after offshore wind turbines are deployed.

• The atmospheric and ocean coupled FVCOM model system under the framework of NECOFS is available to make an assessment of the wind energy taking from the offshore wind farm on the local and regional atmospheric and ocean environments.